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Southeastern Council of Foundations (SECF)’s regions include 11 Southeastern states, including 

Florida. On August 31st, 2020, the Southeastern Council of Foundations had a webinar during the 

coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic and police brutality protests. The pandemic and protests 

impact investments and the economy, impacting the community and the nonprofit sector who 

were part of the conversation that day. Everyone came to the conversation from a different 

perspective, yet SECF welcomed all layers and backgrounds and professional backgrounds into 

the conversation.  

 

The webinar speakers were Amy Sample Ward, CEO, NTEN; Andy Johnston, Senior Program 

Officer, PATH Foundation; and Leon Wilson, Chief of Digital Innovation, Cleveland 

Foundation. 

 

Ward shared enlightening data. For example, 73 percent of adults in the United States are home 

broadband users. Seventy-three percent sounds like a high number, but that means 27 percent of 

adults do not have access to do continued education at home, have all of their children online 

doing virtual learning, or apply for a job. People cannot strictly do these activities on a 

smartphone. There is a myth that you can do everything online on a smartphone. Data caps and 

smartphones are not conducive to do all internet work. It is not the same as being connected in a 

digitally equitable way. Leon shared more about the smartphone conundrum. Not all 

smartphones are created equally. People immediately think only of robust phones like iPhone 

and Android as smartphones. Yet, in poverty areas, smartphones may be the ones from Boost, 

Cricket, and others that are pay as you go. They are cheaper but often lead to gaps in service.  

 

In the webinar, digitality equity was examined through a three-legged stool: access, devices, and 

skills. 

 

Access. Johnston shared that in 2016, the Path Foundation entered the broadband space. They 

brought in consultants to help build a survey plan which led to a fixed wireless approach. Where 

the approach was used and what areas it first impacted was dependent on the highest underserved 

areas in the county and areas with existing infrastructure (towers) for them to piggyback off of in 

the county. The Path Foundation worked with the same company to get temporary service using 

hotspots. Wilson shared that access has to do with availability in rural areas, and it is mostly 

related to affordability in urban areas. Internet service business models were made revolving 

around entertainment and e-commerce, and that has not flipped. They were never designed to 

serve communities as a utility. Business models help explain why internet service providers often 

https://www.nten.org/
https://pathforyou.org/
https://www.clevelandfoundation.org/grants/program-initiatives/digital/
https://www.clevelandfoundation.org/grants/program-initiatives/digital/


need to be incentivized to work on broadband issues. When it comes to subsidies, Wilson 

claimed that they are short-term and filled with many loopholes.  

Devices. In Johnston’s area, all the schools are virtual, and school districts have found funding 

from the CARES Act. The Path Foundation is currently looking to give services and devices to 

seniors and teach them how to use them to support them their own lives and efforts. Given their 

focus, they are looking at a startup serving aging veterans to do telehealth with them. They give 

them devices and teach them how to use the devices to maintain and manage medications.  

 

Wilson views the digital inclusion and digital divide as relating to social inclusion. You have to 

ensure that the people you serve can fully participate in society, and these issues impair their 

ability to be part of society. He emphasized the importance of having the right tool for the job 

and understanding that one size does not fit all. He shared an impactful documentary called 

Without a Net: The Digital Divide In America. He also stressed meeting residents where there 

are. In Cleveland, he works on creating an ecosystem where people can afford devices.  

 

Skills. According to Ward, NTEN focuses on building up nonprofits’ capacity in different areas 

and investing in those already existing, not by creating new organizations or trying to do 

something new. Existing nonprofits are already trusted in the community, and they just need to 

be equipped with tools to deal with the digital divide. NTEN works with libraries, workforce 

development agencies, libraries, and school districts. They help organizations incorporate digital 

access into the programs they offer already. Also, they help communities identify that they are 

not the only ones doing the work. Work happens through partnerships, which then expands what 

is available. Wilson agreed that it is important, especially as a funder, to support institutions that 

already have digital access as part of their core and have different funding avenues like libraries 

and schools. When using a Learn to Earn model, he suggests meeting people where they are at 

and giving people carrots that appeal to what they are trying to achieve. For example, offer 

digital skills training with different modes of instruction. The Path Foundation funds nonprofits 

that do some of that training, like the libraries and the Boys and Girls Club.  

 

To solve the digital divide, Wilson recommends advocacy and public policy. It is not an urban or 

a rural issue but rather an issue that affects everyone and requires federal efforts. Johnston 

recommends bringing foundations together to work on digital equity and inclusion rather than 

only working in their individual and respective cities and areas. 

 

To view a recording of the webinar, click here.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lBAkCgDD-BE&ab_channel=Verizon
https://vimeo.com/453464880/fc423de414

